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GENERAL AGREEMENT ON 6 Novembe 1967
TARIFFS AND TRADE mi ed Limited Distribution

Commitlee on Balance-of-payments Restricetctions

ORT ONTHE CONSULTATION UNDER rJ)
JPTECL-. X4I:L(WITANDH FANDLN

1. In accordance whtits t tmerofs ferenreec, thCem omittee has conducted the
counsltatiown hitnFindAlartleiXIc l:4(.b) The mmCoitetee hadebfore it a
basic documeforthenconst ultationPP zcnien (OP/i71, certmam arsplenentamy inforrmtion
suphplied byeette Govnernn of 2FilanL/d (1/75pe5; 24857, Sc (6)44) and
documuentatdiyon spiptelnaieonaliMob tahe nrt netry Fund.

2. In conducting thtionthee conttesultaCommie Ociittçe followed the plan for such
menconsultthe sCOeTd by enrePARTd ONvRBIATIN: CCityIESGRT-mSSDSevenmh pplerent
Thepagesults i97wae .o uehon w.tneccmlcterd one16ThiOctobTh967. M report
summarimes tthe ainepoine of th;discussions.

ConsultationewatiothlMonetathFe IntrninaryLr Fiund

thep3.v PnurostAhet to X nroisoA c Xrralticleme;V of the GeenAgin.t, the
ChNTRtAeCTIeESa RT'v 'Meantdettioalïonetar Fund to consult with
them in connexion with this consultation with Finland. In accordance with the
custormatry eeoceeenduecee ororccative ca the iteFund wake invm to ie a statement
supplerntni'sng themeFatuc mcodceoningeuiteion ngc xhtposition of Finland. The
statement made was as follows:

TheteFthu-a ientnvnia theCONe 1CTINGt'AoeofTRtA oPUTIES iTathe Executive
BosardofdMeoihsotn 196a rc 6aketanen7attethek ho conclusins of its most recent
ArticicIVtcoonwithFinnsulwai fernd¹¹ldlpaicu1aeey at th- tter part of
that decisichoneaeawhi rdss follows:

*r nGrsots fftheBank of Finland which had fallen en falc-i by
$95 mig 19n5dushowed afurtherreduction of $of ¢irnfo 101 million in 1966
and of the yearamountedto3189 millionincludingthe gold e5gilcludin
ition in the Fund amucting to $31.3 million . ' 1.3 ill

authorities have taken further measures to reduce to ruduc, the
payments deficit on current account. Since the spring of 1966poinfc 19

ther charges have been raised by Fmk$80million, on anannualI1i arnual
determined efforts have been amde to restrain the growth in th cwth in

1Reprnnexod io ARnpo?eporthis eo<rt.
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government spending. Moreover,in order to curtail the growth in lending,
limits have been placed on rediscounts and other central bank credits.

The Fund believes that these steps are essential for the restoration of
balanceof payments equilibrium.It further considers that efforts should
continue tobe made to improve the static's finances in order to makeroom
for a resumption of growth of productive investment.

'Tha Fund notes with satisfaction that despite thebalance of payments
difficulties, Finland has continued to reduce restrictions and discrimination,
although the existing limitations on foreign exchange for tourist travel
have been made more restrictive. The only remaningbilateral payments
agreement with a member of the Fund is scheduled to be terminated at the
end of 1967.'

"Sincethat consultation was completed, demand for Finish products,
especially fromwestern Europe, has continued to be rather weak. While there
has beensomeimprovement in the current account position this was less than
expected and reflects to a large extent an improvement in bilateral trade.
Despite drawings of ¢70million from the Fund including about ¢39 million from
credittranches ) during the first seven months of this year, the gross foreign
assets of the Bankof Finland, ¢190 million at the end ofJuly, stood at almost
the same low level as at theend of 1966.

"With the concurrence ofthe Fund, the Government of Finland changed the
par value of the Finnish marks from Fmk 3.20 parUS¢1 to Fmk 4.19997 per US¢1
effectiveOctober 12, 1967. This change in par value , and the accompanying
measures being takenby the Goverment of Finland, should assist in the
restoration of internal and externalbalance in the Finish economy while
reliance on trade and payments restriction maintained for balance of payments
reasons is further reduced."

Opening statement by the Finnish representative.

4 . In his opening statement, the full text of which is reproduced in Annex II
to this report, the representative of Finland recalled the difficult balance-of-
payments situation whichFinland had described at last year's consultation. He
outlined the measures taken since that time in an effort to restore external
balance and described the circumstances which had brought Finiand to a choice
between policies all unacceptable for one reason or another and a change in the
par value of the Finnish markka. It was this last course which had been chosen,
Only a few days earlier with the concurrence of the International Monetary Fund
so that ,unfortunately, 1Fland' s situation today wasenterily diefferent from
what ihad beenexpected to bewhen most of the documetation for this meeting
hadbeen prepared Ithad appeared however, thatthe consultation would
nevertheless give members of the Commiteea useful opportunity to reviewwith
Finland both the background to the devaluationand some of the post-devaluation
measures already taken orplanned.
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5. Most of the new measures, he explained,weredesigned to counter the
inevitable inflationary impact of the devaluation; these include a temporary
export levy for which parliamentauthorization was being sought, a voluntary
decision to abolish duties on the so-called "décalge" list of ther FI EFTA.
Agreement, a price freeze on commoditiesaffecting the cost-of-living index,
and a coming end to the regulation requiringcash payment in advance for
certain imports. By the devaluavtion , and by thesesupplementary measures,
Finland had avoided worse alternatives and now hoped to be asloto counter a
decline in exports, slack demand and a tendency toward stagnation throughout
the economy.

6. The representative of Finland explained that the export levy, to be collected
at the start at the rate of 14 per cent, but later at progressively lower rates,
would divert anestimated Fmk 600 millon to th Government in the first year,
and would be used for purposes of structural improvement of factors affecting
production and growth. One third would go to enterprises in which the Government
holds a majority interest; another third could be used for development of
energy production; the remaining third would be used for financing export
credits, for development credits and forest improvement projects.No immediate
change was expected in the volume of exports and, in view of the dependenceof
Finland on imports both for production and consumption, there should be no major
contractive effect on imports. No further quotas would be established now and
further liberalization measures as discussed below, coujd be expected soon .
The last bilateral payments agreement with a Fund member,Colombia, was to be
terminated at the end of 1967, and the current bilateral agreement with
Czechoslavakia providedfor periodic settlement of half of outstanding balances
in convertible currency.

Balance-of-payments position and prospects - alternative measures to restore
equilibrium

7. Members of the Committee expressed their thanks to the representative of
Finland for the very lucid explanstion he had given of Fi nland's bold attack on
her problems.

8. It was recognized that Finland could notbeexpected to give very definite
forecasts on the balance-of-payments outlook in view of the. very recent dramatic
turn in affairs. In response to anumberof questions, the reseetetiveefo.pr.scntativC cf
einlne dodeuedLrlan.. hcwcve expected th'ortlevp;cote expat lce nc sudden risi
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in exports could be expected; this measure would serve to curb windfall profits
arising from the change in the external value of the markka as soon as the
emergency Act authorizing this levy couId be passed through Parliament. The
application of the levy would not be retroactive to the date of the devaluation.
For the first three months from enactment the levy at an initial 14 per cent
would take away just over half the price advantage given to exporters by the
devaluation and would in this way help to avoid an immediate rise in internal
prices. After three months the levy rate would begin to decline, at a rate
which could not now be predicted exactly, but related to the movement of
internal prices. In the first year this levy would divert some Fmk600 millon
to the Goveernmentbutless in its secondyear. The represenatitve of
Finland explained that most of the proceeds of the export levy tax would be
effectively sternilized by the Govermnent until 1969, thereby reducing the
inflationary impact of the devaluationinin the first twelve months or more. It
would be a uniform levy on all exports, though adjustment would be required to
avoid penalizing, e.g, exports with a high import content. As it is to be a
levy on the physical movement of goods, not a levy on payments, this measure
does not constitute a multiple exchangeatepracticerequirng approval from theIMF..
In response to a later question, the representatioe of Finland also explained
that export sales billed in Finnish markkas and dated prior to 12 October would
be exempted front tax if there were no evidence of excess profits, but taxable
if bearing a latter date. Bills in foreign currencies, which are more usual,
would be subject to tax for all exports effected subsequeno to 12 October,
regardless of the date of the contract once the bill now before Parliament
becalme law.

9. The comment was made that if Finland could afford to tax away half the
benefit of the devaluatioon to exportershiwhich would certainly reduce the
effectiveneos of the measure in prompting exports, it might-appear that the
devaluation had been greater than necessary. The representative of Finland
pointed out in reply that the effects of devaluation were expecteo to last over a
long period, whereas the idea wao to. tax away this large proportion of the
benefit only in tbeginingrng. Devaluation was a painful process, with serious
socio-economic disadvantages, and it was difficult to modify the action once
taken. Accordingly, Finland had preferred to fix on a percentage of devaluation
which wouldgive arealisticbreathing . . and to proceed in a way which would
avoid and delay the secondary transitional effecas as much as possible.

10. Another comment questioned the wisdom of devaluation as an effective
remedo to a situation of stagrating investment where there was not much slack
capacity available, a situation not unique to Finland. It was feared that the
devaluation could mt most buy a little time and that it might not be effective
without in Incomes policy and could hardly bring permanent balance-of-payments
relief. The representative of Finland underlined that there was surplus
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capacity in his country. Many resources were under-utilized, he said, and even
the austerity period had effected some rationalization, albeit in a painful way,
by bringing about, closing of some small unprofitablebusinesses, especially
sawmills, and by foreing mergers in other cases.Moreover, Finland's devalua-
tion could not be considered in isolaticn from other elements of what was called
in Finland the "development package". The yieldfrom the export levy, he
recalled, was destined mainly for development, purposes - development of
enterprises with a Statemajorityand development of viable private-enterprises.
The result would be a distinct shift in emphasis in budget spending, away from
unproductive pubIic work. of the kind used in the pastto carry cut the State's
obligation to provide employment toall citizen, and into projects with a
proven economic future. It was not expected that aid from the developement fund
arising from export, levy proceeds would do very much forFinland'slarge pulp
and paper industry. This important industry, comprising 65 per cent of Finland's
export trade, wil1 probably have to look elsewhere for theincreased finance
which it needs. What Finland does hope to accomplish with the proceeds of the
export levy allocated to manufacturing enterprises is to provide more adequate
finance for the small to medium sized factories which are manufactuing other
products for export, so as to bring, about a sounder basis forthe diversification
of Finnish exports.

11. Members of the Committee agreed that in Finland'ssituation it might be
well for the Government to siphon more money income away from consumption, and
past tax increase as well as the new export levy would be steps in that
direction. However , they pointed out that the net effect woulddepend on the
restraint and wisdom of the Government in its own spending ofthe windfall
income. Others noted that evoidance of bank credit expansion would be another
area wheremoreforeffective action might be helpful. The representative of
Finland acknowledged these dangers but said that the Gouvernment wouldmake a
very determined effort both toward changingthe character of spending and
toward limitingits resort to credit. He felt thatthe immediate dangers
were not great, though he conceded that thherewould be a difficulttimetoward
the end of 1968 whonwas presentlong-termwage contracts have to be renegotiated.
Political necessitieswould have to berecognisedbut the Government was new
in a strong position to use the devaluation for constructive purpose in the
months ahead and was determined to doso.As concerned the prospect for
using an incomes policy as anadjuntto other programmes envisaged , the
representativeof Finland agreedthat the devaluation would createanti-social
effects in a certain redistribution of income. Itwas without doubt that this
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feature would be much in view when the time came for renegotiation of the long-
term wage contracts. In fact, even as regards the interim, the possibility
of free movement of labour from Finland to Sweden, where wage and price
relationships were already somewhat more favourable than in Finland, posed the
possibility of a labour drain which the Government would need to watch carefully.
In this connexion, attention was drawn by the represertative of Finland to an
error in his opening statement where the text should have indicated that recently
wage increase had been more rapid in Finland than in neighbouring countries
rather than that the level of wages was higher in Finland. with respect to
use of credit, he hadalready mentioned the intention to remove the requirement
of cash payment in advance for certain imports (still confidential) and other
measures were under consideration. Certain trade liberalization measures
mentioned in this context are discussed below.

12. A question was also asked at this point how the Bank of Finland proposed to
treat the increase in reserves,as calculated in markkas, after the devaluation-
The representative of Finland stated that these would be 100 per cent sterilized.

13. Members of the Committee also enquired further regarding the price controls
on cost-of-living items mentioned by the representative of Finland, as they had
understood that Finland aimed, in part, to achieve prices more generally in line
with world prices. The representative of Finland explained that this measureof
control did not mean total freezing of prices but subjecting certain prices to
Govenment control. The aim was to prevent unfounded increases in prices in the
situation following the devaluation. It would also have a general calming effect
and would cover prices on most consumer goods and services. As examples the
Finnish representative mentioned fuel, foodstuffs,most textiles, shoes,
furniture, domestic appliances, radios, television sets, cars, agricultural
machinery, important building materials and hand tools.

14. Members of the Committee then asked a number of questions concerning Finland's
investment plans. In particular, it was asked whether any special inducements
were contemplated to attract foreign direct investment. The representative of
Finland noted, as he had done in earlier years, that Finland's peripheral
geographic position within EFTA probably precluded any great expansion of foreign
direct investment,as other EFTA countries offer much better locations if the
whole area is regarded as a single market. Finland vas nevertheless hopeful that
the existence of a highly skilled labour force available at relatively low wages
would provide some attraction, and the Government had in fact issued a statement
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concerning new liberal conditions for foreign investment. A special govern-
mental commission has also been created to act as a central contact point for
advising prospective investors. Present direct foreign, investment amounting to
Fmk 20 millon perhum any thus well be execeded, though this sourceof capital
for Finland will never come to equal what it is for countrieslikeNetherlands and
Italy. Anotherquestion sought to learn something of Finland's intentions
regarding floating of more loans. The representativeof Finland said it was
too early to know yet what effect the devaluation would have on the capital
market, though Finland very much hoped that the whole programme would onb balance
increase investor confidencinFinland's bonds. All that could be said for
the moment was that there had been no adverse reaction in quotations ofout-
standing Finnish bond issues abroad. As for Finland's policy, it was certainly
hoped to try to maximize lean capital inflow though nd details could be given at
ihis stage..

System . and methods of restriction

15. Members of the committee acknowledged the great efforts Finland had made
despite its existig; balance -of payments difficulties to reduce and eliminate
import restrictions. It was particularly appreciated that, as the Finnish
representative had stated,Fi'nland intended to tk:e further liberalization
measures at te- beginnig- of next year.

16. One question sughtt to clarify which were the Article 3 items on which
duties would be removed for EFTA countries at the begining of 1968. In reply
the representative of Finiand stated that these items, known as the "décalage
list", as specified n Annex 1 of the FINEFTA Agreement,included varnishes and
lacquers, leather, foctwear, rubber tyre, textiles, pipes and tubing. What
Finland had g reed to do on these items was to remove for EFTA countries whatever
duty remained, not just e portion of theremaider.

17. Severam nembers enquired cocercening theimport regime affecting the
purchase of passenger cars. They pointed out that in spito of a de facto
liberalization of automobilim imports since 1962 measures had been taken by the
Finnish Government to discourage increases of car imports, and more recently
to ban such imports. Onemember expressed particular regret that medium and
higher-priced cars were taxed atcomparatively higher rates than Less expensive
automobiles. It was also feeared that a further increase of the car tax as being
now considered by the Finnish Parlimentmight; aggravate the discriminatory
effects of this tax. Thequestion was raised whether the ( FinnishGovernment
had given consideration ,to alternatiev tax measures such as a strgiht ad valorem
rate which would achievehe the aims. of the tax without having discrminatery
effection higher priced cars. Committee membersalsoexpressed concern regarding
Finla'd.s existing instrument purchesu regulations which were considered
discriminatory against imports of passenger cars manufacturedin countries with
which finland has no bileteral agreements
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18. In reply the Finnish representative assured the Committee that all comments
made on this point would be communicated to his Government and given due
consideration. ..s to the special tax on automobiles he explained that in
March 1967 an EFTA preference had been creatad, the duties on cars from
EFTA countries being reduced to 7 per cent, those on cars from other countries
remainingat 14 per cent. Following this adjustment the calculation of the
car tax had been changed in order to maintain the tax income from car imports.
In September 1967 a bill had been sent to Parliament proposing changes in the
taxation of taxis and other commercial vehiclesas well as in the calculation
of the turnover tax. In this connexion a temporary ban on car imports had been
announced in order to avoid unreasonable speculation. The Finnish representative
gave assurance that this ban would be terminated when the bill has passed
Parliament.

19. With regard to the effects of the tax the Finnish representative said that
as a result of the recent devalaution c.i.f. value of cars expressed in markkas
would go up along with the duties andtaxes collected on this basis. He also
acknowledged that this would increase the value of the existing EFTA preference
but underlined that this had not been aimed it with the devaluation. According
to a preliminarycalculation, cars of a c.i.f. value of Fmk 3,000 (average for
Finnish imports) were taxed before devaluation at about 100 per cent, cars with
a c.i.f. value of Fmk 6,500 at about 140 per cent. Tax rates would now be about
120 per cent for the smaller cars and around 150 per cent for the more expensive
automobiles, so that the increase would be less for large cars than for small to
mediurm-sized ones. It was furthermore explained by the Finnish representative
that various alternatives had been considered at the time when the car tax was
introduced. Tha tax system as modified by the proposed changes had bean found
to correspond best to the needs dictated by Finland's balance-of-payments
difficulties. The Finnish representative added that to his knowledge no new plans
for changing the tax system were being considered. In answer to another question.
he added that the system of imposing turnover tax on duty and tax-paid values
was the general rule and that cumulative effects of this kind could be found also
in other cases, e .g. alcoholic beverages, and matches.

20.As to the instalment purchase regulation the Finnish representative stated
that these measures were taken in view of Finland's balance-of-payments
difficulties. Since these considerations played no rôle in Finland's trade under
bilateral agreements it was felt by his Government that the existing instralment
purchase arrangements need not apply to such imports. He added that the different
treatment had but little influence on the flow of imports.

21. To a further question on aglobalquotas for automobiles, the Finnish
representative answered that they covered imports of cars from all countries except
those with which Finland had bilateral agreements. He also indicated that his
Government expected to abolish the quotas on automobiles early next year.
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22. In reply to a question on future liberalization measures the Finnish
representative said that any such liberalizations, and some were envisaged, would
benefit all convertible currency countries without any discrimination in favour
of EFTA countries.

23. Committee members showed great satisfaction that the last remaining
bilateral payment agreement between Finland and another Fund. member, the one
concluded with Columbia, would cease to be effectïve by the end of this year.
As to the transitory arrangements mentioned in his opening statement the
Finnish representative explainod that the balanceof the accounts with Colombia
would be transferred to a liquidation account at the end of this year which the
creditor country may use during 1965 and if necessary later for payment of
goods imported from the debtor country (i.e. 50 per cent of the payments would be
made in liquidation of the account; the rest would be paid in convertible
currency). At present Finland's debt to Colombia amounted to e211.5 million.

24. One Committee member questioned whether Finland's remaining bilateral
paymentsagreements with certain easterncountries were still justified, given
their discriminatory implications for the contracting parties; he asked
whether the Finnish Government envisaged any relxation of its relatively heavy
dependence on bilateralism. To this the Finnish representative replied that trade
with the bilateral agreement countries comprised 13 per cert of total trade and
that no major changes were contemplated for the time being. As an infection of
a continuous effort to seek improved ways of trading the Finnish representative
stated also that in 1967 his Government had concluded a bilateral payments
agreement with Czechoslovakia under which settlement is partially in convertible
currency. Finland had also autonomously liberalized a part of its imports from
bilateral agreement countries.

Conclusion

25. The Committe thaked the representative of Finland for his frank and full
answers to the questions which had been put. They welcomed the indications that
Finland is determined to pursue policies permitting progressive liberalization of
trade on a non-discriminatory basis and wished Finland success in its efforts to
carry out alternatives measures which might contribute to the restoration of
external equilibrium. Several members asked that special note be takenof the
desire that the import trade in passenger vehicles be liberalized on a non-
discriminatory basis as soon as possible. The representativeof Finland assure
the Committee that he would transmit to his Government the views and concerns
which had been expressed.
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TAKENATTHECONCLUSIONOF THEFUND'S CONSULTAITON
WITHFINLANDON 6 MARCH 1967

The decision is taken by the Executive irectiors E ctuv Directors in concluding the
with Finland andpursand to ArticleSect~suaxv, .tit XV Stion 4 of the Articles
^ -- et

e2paIs19n6ooFinnis6t'heFionschnsonomy slowed down further as fixed
failed to expand andthegrowthofexports 'her, exp. was reducead . less fvorable
inforeignmarkets. Inreal terms thegross domestic product mestic prod grew by
rcent as compared with incerases of -r p r.rcses 7 »e cent and 6 per cent in

5respectiv3ey. Iniveltl~ In_thecourse of the year, the consumer price index
rosyeles bt an 5 per ecent and hcrly wage rates by 8 per cent. This latter
incease exceeded the gain in productivity.

3T he balance of paytment ietfci on current account rose from, $190 million
in 1965 2tom about $02 illion in 1966. The rise in the value of exports was
5.5 per cent as compared to 10.5 per cent in 1965. Imports increased little during
the firstvseen months of the year, but showed a substantial increase in the
cocngofmonthos c te year due in large part to exceptionally high imports of food
and fuel occasioned by the severwe inter weather in 1965/66. The net inflow of

nmgc -ercz italaicontirn to be onoda m-oe scale owing to the continued
strangenfcy otthe inernational capital markets. Gross foreign assets of the
ofFinlandwhich had fallenby $95y $95lion during 1965, showed a further

eduction of $101 million ini9166 adnby hte enodf hte year mounted to
$189 million, including teh gold tranche position in the Fund amounting to
1.3 3ilmloin.

4.The Finnish authorities have tkaen further measures to reduce the balance of
ayment-:deficit onec>rrent aceount. Since the spring ofc1966 taxes and other

charges have been raised by Fmk 880 million, on an annual basis, and determined
efferts have been made to restrain the growth in government spending. Moreover, in
order to curtailthe growth of lending, limits have been placed on rediscounts and
other central bank credits. The Fund believes that these steps are essential for
the restoration of balance of payments equilibrium. It further considers that
efforts should continue to be made to improve the states finances in order to make
room for a resumptionof growth of productive investment.

5. The Fund notes with satisfaction that despite the balance of payments
difficulties Finland has continued to reduce restrictions and discrimination,
although the existing limitations an foreign exchange for tourist travel have been
made more restrictive. The only remaining bilateral payments agreement with a
member of the Fund is scheduled to be terminated at the end of 1967.
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Annex II

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF FINLAND

First of all, I think that the Finnish delegation owes an apology to you,
to the members of the Committee and to the secretariat. The date of this con-
sultation and the date of the devaluation of the Finnish markka, which the
representative of the International Monetary Fund has just referred to, were
fixed quite independently from each other, as it should be. We are sorry that
we are now facing a situation completely different from that which was expected
to prevail when the decision regarding today's consultation was made. It will
take some time before the dust will settle. It will also take some time before
the outlines of future economic policy will be available in such detail as this
Committee is accustomed to expect. It will take even longer before an assessments
of the economic decisions taken in Helsinki last Wednesday night can be
objectively appraised.

Nevertheless, when we consulted the secretariat last week - after the
devaluation - we felt that a consultation at this time would still serve a useful
purpose. There would be a number of questions unrelated to the change in par
value that various delegations represented here would like to discuss with us.
And, moreover, we would now have a forum and an audience of experts to which to
present our views on the important policy change that has just taken place. In
fact, it so happens that this Committeceis the first international forum after
the Board of Executive Directors of the Fund where this question will be debated.

In the consultations in this Committee held last December, the Finnish
delegation described our balance-of-payments crisis and the various measures
that the authorities have undertaken in order to bring about a better external
equilibrium. Further measures for this purpose have been described in the Fund
supplementary paper which has been distributed to you. Just to mention the two
most important ones since our last meeting, the so-called "cash payment" rule
applied by the Bank of Finland for imports before customs clearance was extended
to cover about 20 per cent of total imports and the selective credit policy was
intensified. For instance, the Central Bank announced itself prepared to match
any reasonable foreign export credit financing in cases where the domestic bidder
was clearly at a disadvantage Uhen the credit facilities available to him and to
his foreign competitor were compared and the former was suffering front the results
of the overall domestic credit squeeze.

The economic policies of the Finnish authorities were based on an austerity
budget, a continued tight credit squeeze and on an assumption that, together with
a strictly selective Central Bank credit policy, the balance-of-payments deficit
could be brought within manageable levels within a reasonable time.
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This was more or less also the policy on the basis of which the IMF granted
Finland in March this year a stand-by credit of $93.75 million. This credit was
fully utilized by late September, and Finland is grateful to the Fund for this
recourse to the Fund's resources, which significantly helped our external
liquidity during the crucial months of this year.

What, then, were the reasons which were behind the new assessment of the
situation by the Finnish authorities as revealed by last week's devaluation?

In the first place, it had become more and more apparent that the inter-
national recession which had prevailed in the. economies of Finland's most
important trading partners was not going to be reversed soon enough. Beginning
early in 1966, the indices of total production in Western European countries,
weighted according to Finnish exports, have show.a continuous tendency towards
stagnation. Prices of our main exports, wood products, have fallen, are
expected to fall further and are not expected to recover very soon.

Secondly, it must be frankly admitted that there has been an important leak
in the balance-of-payments policy as regards private consumption. This years
budget was, truly, balance-of-payments minded since its overall effect was
restrictive. As far as private consumption is concerned, however, certain
political reasons made it also consumption-minded, and that has been reflected
in the foreign trade statistics. Private consumption has been running at a
rate of roughly 10 per cent above last year's values, and since much of that has
been directed towards higher standard-of-living goods, which the Finnish industry
has not been especially able to produce, this demand has been satisfied largely
by foreign imports.

Moreover, there has been widespread speculation against the markka in
recent months. Thes"leads and lagst" were particularly visible in the autumn,
draining the foreign exchange reserves, but it is hoped that they will now be
reversed and will produce a corresponding improvement in the foreign exchange
reserves.

The dilemma that the Finnish authorities face was really serious. Utilizing
the second line of reserves (especially the Scandinavian Central Bank swap-
arrangement) it might have been possible to carry on the present policies until
some time next year, but at a great social coialcst of unemployment and under-
utilization of resourcqes. uantitative import restrictions were ruled out by
the governmenteas bing no panacea to Finland's troubles. Economic growth rate
was gooing t be near zero for a liong tme

Thus, reluctantly, the authorities came to the conclusion that a fundamental
disequilibrium existed in the Finnish ecomony and that it could only be corrected
through a change in the par value of the Finnish markka. Thus, with the con-
currence of the Fund, the par value was changed last Thursday from 3.20 markkas
per dollar to 4.20 markkas per dollar, a devaluation af the external value of
the curroency f about 24 eper-cnt. This seems to be realistic: Finnish cost and
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wage levels have risen, within the last ten years, about 15 per cent more than have
those of our major trading partners, and the inflationary impact of the measure
will cause a further rise in prices and costs.

In order to counter the inevitable inflationary impact of these measures,
the Government took certain. steps:

1. An export levy act was submitted te Parliament in order to tax away the
immediate windfall profits of the export industries, the rate of the tax will
be14 per cent for the first threat months, then gradually declining. The yield
of this levy will be used for development purposes.

2. Finland undertook unilaterally to abolish duties on commodities on the
so-called "décalage" list of the FINEFTA Agreement.

3. A price freeze was declared on commodities affecting the cost-of-living
index.

4. The Bank of Finland will abolish, as of 1 January 1968, its regulation
requiring cash payment for certain imports (comprising at present about
20 per cent of total imports).

The devaluation of the par value of the Finnish currency, together with
the Export Charge Bill is essential from the point of view of the present
exercise baecause, by taking these measures, Finland did not have to resort to
the obvious alternative, i.ea tightening of existing import restrictions,
in order to safeguard the balance of payments.

The devaluation will create more favurable conditions for Finnish
production in general. It will be possible, we hope, for Finnish exports to
maintain their traditional markets in a difficult situation, characterized, to
a great extent, by slackening demand nd and falling prices. Atthesame time
imported goods willemet with stronger ceomptoitinomfrom domestic producerse on
themarket.

It shouled eb rememberd, however, that on increase of the cemptieteivness
of Finnish export products abroad presupposes a continuous imperovment of the
effieciency of our production. This is why the increased export earnings will

not be entirely blocked, and furthermore the amount collected as an exporte Ievy,
to begin with 14 per cent, latre less, will be used for purposes aiming at a
structural improvement of the factors effeting our oprduction and growthIn
conecerte terms, thise means thatone third of the amount collected, presumably
totalling Fmk 600 million in the first tewlve-month period, will be inevested in
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enterprises where the Government holds a majority interest, the State railways,
and the like; one third will be used for the development of energy production;
and one third will be used for the financing of export and development credits
as well as for forest improvement projects. In contrast to 195e, when the
Finnish markka last was devalued, the conditions for a devaluation will now,
so, to speak,becreated afterwards. Teis rquires, amoneg other, a large amount
of restraint and co-operaetion. especially at home but also abroad.

Notwithstanding the alteratiom of the rates of exchanged, the overall
balance-of-payments situation is still serious, but may be expected to improve
as the change in par value will product its long-term effects. As to the future,
it eis presumed that no noteworthy increase eof th exports ecan be expected in
the immeediate future, the demand situation being what it is. On the import
side, ite is wll known that Finland is largely dependent on imports of both raw
materials, investment goods and consumer goods. It can therefore be forecast
theat th devaluation will not have any major contracting effect an our imports
in a situation where production is supposed to remain. stable or even increase.

That is the outline of the background against which ewe feel that our
liberalization measures should be judged. As you maey remember, fifteen quotas
wer totally abolished at the beginning of 1966, covering 174 tariff items and
subm-ites. Tehe bginnifng of 1967 was asked by the suppression of thirteen
further quotas, covering 131 tarifef items and sueb-items with a trade value of
Fmk 135 millioan, calculated on the basis of actual 1965 f.o.b. import feigurs.
The retaining global quotas were increased in 1967 by an average of 23 per cent,
as froem eth lvel of the previous year. Apart from this, Finlande made
considerablemimentcomts to eliminaant qutitative airport restrictions on
several agricultural products in the Kennedy Round.

Thaks to the devaluation I am.now in a position to state that no further
quotas will be establedish. Oneth contrary it is the intention of the Finnish
Government to take further liberalization,measures at the beginning of next
year, in accordance with Finland'sobligations towards herEFTA partners.
It is thus the intention of myGoverenment to abolish also the existing quotas
for passenger cars, the licensing of which has been tempaorrily halted in order
to avoid unnecessary speculation on automobile importsepnding eth parliamentary
approval of the new Bill ontheamended tax on automobiles and motor-cyecls.
The abolition of further quotas will, accordingoto present plans, not be limited
to EFTA coutries. Automatic readjustments of existing quotas will be made
as soon as possible in order to compensate for eteh effcts of the devaluation.
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Finally; I should like to mention that the last remaining bilateral payments
agreement between Finland and another Fund member, that with Colombia, will
cease to be effective by 1 January 19685 subject to certain transitory
arrangements.

With reference to the basic document (BOP/7I) paragraph 2/3(c) I should
like to add that Finland has a special agreement with Czechoslovakia which
provides for payment in convertible currencies of 50 per cent of the outstanding
balance on the clearing account four timer yearly. This agreement is, so far,
valid to the end of 1967.

We fully realize that the information that we are able to present to the
Committee is rather inadequate at this time. A certain time will have to elapse
before the new economic policy of the Finnish Government can be appraised, and
therefore it is likely that we shall be able to discuss this new policy in
detail in the next consultations only. I hope, however, that a useful purpose
will be served by the forthcoming discussion, and I myself and many colleagues
will make every effort to Drovidc as detailed a supplementary information as is
possible to the members of the Committee.


